Notes/Domino and TDI

1. A connector can iterate a view, but cannot use a view to do lookup, delete or updates.
2. You cannot extract column values, or column names from views.
3. You cannot do a computeWithForms
4. You cannot refresh a view.
5. All lookups use either formula search or fulltext search.
6. A connector in update mode working on a database with a fulltext index, will fail to find the document during the lookup fase. This will result in lookups failing and documents be added several times. Reason for this is that the fulltext index is updated server side, and there is no guarantee your index are up to date.
7. You can get NoteID and UNID values when updating or doing lookups, but this value is not available in a add function.
8. You cannot trigger agents.
9. You cannot trigger form events.
10. In most of the above examples you can script the “Java” code with javascript and get sessions, documents and so forth, but these feature should be built in functions in the UI.